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Book by Robert C. Hill

I actually went through training for this service for my church. There were a dozen of us in the

training group, the idea being that we would each lead a group of our own. Overwhelmingly we

agreed (except for the minister herself) that Hill had never actually done this himself. This is a very

idealistic idea of how such small groups should work, not how they do work. The groups that came

from this training adapted the "rules", each group amending the set of rules to meet the needs of

that group. Most were far more relaxed than Hill suggested, beginning with trust and confidence in

each other. I truly question that this is a way to "save the world", but the groups are a nice way for

people to get to know each other better.

This book is a great resource for best practices in covenant groups in a church. There are also

many explanations of things that can go wrong and what to avoid. It is great for ministers and others

managing and organizing and facilitating groups.

Well done. Very helpful not only in running a group but also addresses implementation and new

membership issues.



It is really good for a first time facilitating small groups.

Outdated.

This book is a terrific "how to" guide for creating and nurturing small church groups that will in turn

nurture their members. If you have questions about why small groups have not worked in your

church, or started well, but couldn't maintain their momentum, this is the book for you.Sometimes

called "covenant groups," the small groups of this model have "covenant" as their cornerstone. Each

group writes up a covenant for how they will conduct the group and how they will minister to each

other, their church, and the larger community in which they live.By following the basic structure

given in this book, your small group can become a little community within your church, rather than

just a casual gathering of people who may or may not show up. If your congregation has any fears

about growing and losing the intimate feeling of their church, small groups such as the ones

described are the answer.In addition to giving step-by-step instructions for creating the groups, Rev.

Hill provides many examples from covenant groups from all sizes of churches. The sample

information at the back of the book (pamphlets, forms, training, etc.) are very helpful for getting your

program up and running without having to start from scratch.

After a good start our small group lost some energy. We got copies of this book and read it--each of

us involved in starting a new group. We became a group ourselves as we prepared to do small

group ministry. It was an exhilerating experience. This a valuable and useful tool. It is nicely written.

A pleasure to read. -W. Edward Harris, Indianapolis, In

If you are thinking about integrating small group ministry into the life of your congregation, this book

is a must have. This volume is a wonderful survey of small group ministry in the Unitarian

Universalist Association as of its printing. It describes the many ways congregations "do" small

groups as well as points out key elements of all groups.
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